
HOW AN ALL-IN-ONE PLATFORM
HELPS INSTITUTIONS ACHIEVE
CURRICULAR SUCCESS 

End-to-end curriculum data management includes a 
number of separate, but related processes across campus, 
including course and program proposals and approval, 
workflow management, scheduling, and catalog publication. 
Many institutions continue to manage these processes 
with disjointed platforms, enabling inefficiencies, hindering 
students, and making suboptimal use of resources.

Put simply, curricular success is a combination of the positive impacts on students, administrators, and 
the institution, that result from streamlining the end-to-end curriculum data lifecycle. It is directly related to 
institutional goal achievement and student outcomes.

WHAT IS CURRICULAR SUCCESS?

HIGH-LEVEL CURRICULUM CHANGES INITIATE
A DOMINO EFFECT THAT IMPACT RELATED

PROCESSES ACROSS CAMPUS

AN ALL-IN-ONE PLATFORM CONSOLIDATES AND
STREAMLINES EACH OF THE ABOVE STEPS INTO A SINGLE,
INTEGRATED PLATFORM TO UNLOCK HIDDEN EFFICIENCIES:

NEW COURSE
IS APPROVED

NEW COURSE
IS ADDED TO

THE CATALOG

SECTIONS OF
THE NEW COURSE
ARE SCHEDULED

ROOM AND
RESOURCE

AVAILABILITY
IS UPDATED

An individual integration means that your IT team has less to manage, 
and more time to dedicate to strategic initiatives. Wave goodbye to 
disparate point solutions, concern about data being out of sync, and 
repeated flat-file uploads

One update is populated everywhere, eliminating historical bottlenecks. 
In practice, a new course approved by a department in the Curriculum 
module will automatically be available for students to review in the 
public-facing Catalog. Talk about seamless

ONE POWERFUL, REAL-TIME INTEGRATION
•

•

With a cohesive, intuitive UI you can ramp up users more quickly and 
standardize training

An All-In-One platform enables you to rely on a single point of contact 
for legal, support, and billing. No more email ping pong with contacts 
across vendors

One solution means one deployment. And an expedited one that 
requires fewer IT resources at that

SINGLE, TRUSTED PARTNER
•

•

•

With your data in one place you can draw meaningful insights across 
your processes to inform high-impact decisions 

Data easily flows between systems and your SIS, putting an end to 
manual data entry, creating a single source of truth, and reducing 
data inconsistencies

An interconnected environment breaks down barriers between 
processes to introduce transparency across teams. Seamlessly jump 
between modules, and access historical audit logs, to drive insights 
and track progress 

MAXIMUM VISIBILITY INTO YOUR
CURRICULUM DATA LIFECYCLE
•

•

•

LEVERAGE THE SYNERGIES ACROSS AN ALL-IN-ONE PLATFORM 
TO FUEL CURRICULAR INNOVATION, INVEST IN STUDENTS, 

AND REMOVE ADMINISTRATIVE HEADACHES.


